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Abstract. We report high-resolution observations of the southward-IMF cusp/cleft ionosphere made on December 16th 1998 by the EISCAT (European incoherent scatter) Svalbard radar (ESR), and compare them with observations of dayside auroral luminosity, as seen at a wavelength of 630 nm by a meridian scanning photometer at Ny Alesund, and of plasma flows, as seen by the CUTLASS (co-operative UK twin location auroral sounding system) Finland HF radar. The optical data reveal a series of poleward-moving transient red-line (630 nm) enhancements, events that have been associated with bursts in the rate of magnetopause reconnection generating new open flux. The combined observations at this time have strong similarities to predictions of the effects of soft electron precipitation modulated by pulsed reconnection, as made by Davis and Lockwood (1996); however, the effects of rapid zonal flow in the ionosphere, caused by the magnetic curvature force on the newly opened field lines, are found to be a significant additional factor. In particular, it is shown how enhanced plasma loss rates induced by the rapid convection can explain two outstanding anomalies of the 630 nm transients, namely how minima in luminosity form between the poleward-moving events and how events can re-brighten as they move poleward. The observations show how cusp/cleft aurora and transient poleward-moving auroral forms appear in the ESR data and the conditions which cause enhanced 630 nm emission in the transients: they are an important first step in enabling the ESR to identify these features away from the winter solstice when supporting auroral observations are not available.
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1 Introduction

On December 16th 1998, co-ordinated observations of the cusp/cleft ionosphere were made using the EISCAT (European incoherent scatter) Svalbard radar (ESR), the EISCAT Tromsø VHF radar and a number of other instruments, including meridian scanning photometers (MSP) at Longyearbyen and Ny Alesund, the IMAGE magnetometer chain and the CUTLASS (co-operative UK twin location auroral sounding system) HF radars. An overview of the large-scale auroral and convection morphology seen on this day has been presented by McCrean et al. (this issue), who described the effects of a southward turning of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and of a subsequent return to a northward orientation. Following the southward turning, the cusp/cleft auraora migrated equatorward over the ESR and poleward-moving transient enhancements began to form. This southward motion resulted in the whole cusp/cleft region passing over the ESR, such that in a period of 30 minutes (06:30–07:00 UT) the ESR beam moved from being at the equatorward edge of the cusp/cleft, where the transient auroral events form, to its poleward edge, where the transient events fade. In this interval, the magnetic local time of the ESR increased from about 09:15 to about 09:45. This complete view of the pre-noon cusp/cleft was achieved without moving the radar beam from the field-aligned direction, allowing us to study the field-aligned profiles of the plasma parameters in and between transient events at all phases of their evolution. Thorolfsson et al. (this issue) have described the flows in and around these poleward-moving transients and analysed them in terms of models of the effects of pulsed magnetopause reconnection. The purpose of the present paper is to analyse the plasma concentration and temperatures in and around these events and evaluate their modulation by the flows and the soft cusp/cleft particle precipitation. In particular we investigate the implications of events having large longitudinal extent.
Poleward-moving transient events have been shown to be the normal behaviour of the cusp/cleft aurora when the IMF points southward (e.g. Sandholt et al., 1992; Fasel, 1995). Observations by the mainland EISCAT UHF and VHF radars showed that these auroral transients were co-located in space and time with transient flow bursts, revealing them to be associated with transient momentum transfer across the magnetopause (Lockwood et al., 1989a, b, 1993a, b; Moën et al., 1995, 1996a) and consequent ion-neutral heating of the ionospheric ion gas (Lockwood et al., 1993a, 1995a). The transient auroral events are seen to form in regions of cleft precipitation, near the equatorward edge of the cusp/cleft aurora (Moën et al., 1996b) and subsequently migrate poleward into the regions of cusp and mantle precipitation, consistent with the evolution of newly opened field lines (Sandholt et al., 1992; Lockwood et al., 1993c). The longitudinal motion of the transient auroral events also supports the idea that they are patches of newly opened flux; events in the northern hemisphere moving westward when the IMF \( B_y \) component is positive and eastward when it is negative (e.g. Lockwood et al., 1993b): the only known explanation of this pattern of motion is the curvature (“tension”) force on the newly opened field lines. The repetitive pattern of formation and motion of these events shows that patches of such field lines are produced by pulses in the reconnection rate (Lockwood et al., 1995a) and not by steady reconnection in the presence of oscillations in the \( Y \) component of the magnetic field in interplanetary space (Stauning, 1994; Stauning et al., 1994, 1995) nor in the magnetosheath (Newell and Sibeck, 1993b). This pattern of event motion is also consistent with the asymmetric MLT distributions of their occurrence for \( B_y > 0 \) and \( B_y < 0 \) (Karlson et al., 1996), as discussed by Cowley et al. (1991a).

The area of a region of newly opened flux in the ionosphere is a direct measure of the magnitude and duration of the reconnection pulse that produced it. This is because the ionosphere is incompressible, in the sense that the magnetic field strength there is essentially constant. Lockwood et al. (1990) used the duration and east–west flow speeds of the bursts, as seen at one meridian, and deduced that at least some of the patches of newly opened flux must be extensive in longitude (up to about 2000 km), meaning that they form flow channels that cover up to about 4 hours in magnetic local time. These authors also deduced that the events must have large longitudinal extents from the small magnitudes of any return flows outside the events. Pinnock et al. (1993) used HF coherent scatter radar to image these transient flow channels and showed they could indeed extend over the whole of their field of view (i.e. over more than about 900 km). Milan et al. (1999) have shown that these poleward-moving flow channels are associated with poleward-moving 630 nm optical transients. However, the flow channels are more easily seen in the HF radar observations away from the winter solstice conditions required to detect the 630 nm transients and hence combined observations remain relatively rare. Recently, Milan et al. (2000) have shown that the flow channels are also associated with poleward-moving forms seen in global images of the UV aurora and that these were up to 2500 km in longitudinal extent. These UV aurora, like the 557.7 nm aurora studied by Lockwood et al. (1993a), appear to be coincident with the sheet of upward field-aligned current of the oppositely directed pair required to transfer the motion of the newly opened flux into the ionosphere. The east–west direction of flow in the channels seen by HF radars is controlled by the IMF \( B_y \) (Provan et al., 1998) and their motion, as for the optical transients, is consistent with their occurrence as a function of local time (Provan and Yeoman, 1999; Provan et al., 1999).

These statistical studies of the flow channels also point to large longitudinal extents. The existence of large regions of newly opened flux had been considered controversial by Newell and Sibeck (1993a) who argued that pulsed reconnection could only take place in a localised region, although Lockwood et al. (1993b) and Lockwood (1994) proposed a travelling transient reconnection pulse scenario that is not subject to the limitation proposed by Newell and Sibeck. Lockwood et al. (1993a) deduced that 630 nm transients could have extents comparable with those discussed above and this has been confirmed by observations using longitudinally separated ground-based instruments (Moën et al., 1995, 1996a). The significance of large events is that they occur frequently enough for pulsed reconnection to be sufficient to explain almost all of the transpolar voltage. This result is consistent with analysis of the magnetopause signatures of pulsed reconnection, provided one uses the 2-dimensional reconnection pulse model of these “flux transfer events” (Lockwood et al., 1995b). Detailed analysis of FTE signatures also strongly supports this two-dimensional model (Lockwood and Happgood, 1998). Lockwood and Davis (1996) also show that longitudinal passes through cusp ion steps (see below) reveal that events cover considerable ranges of MLT. Hence observations by ground-based radars and cameras, by global UV imagers and by satellites (both at the magnetopause and at low altitudes) all indicate that these transient events can cover large longitudinal extents and that reconnection pulses can be, at least sometimes, the dominant contribution to the voltage across the magnetopause during southward IMF conditions.

Another predicted signature of pulsed reconnection are discontinuities in the dispersion of injected solar wind ions in the cusp region, called “cusp ion steps” (Cowley et al., 1991b; Lockwood and Smith, 1992, 1994; Escoubet et al., 1992; Lockwood and Davis, 1996). Modelling of the effects of pulsed magnetopause reconnection has been shown to reproduce the observed simultaneous steps in both downgoing and upgoing ions in the cusp at middle altitudes – clearly demonstrating that these events are caused by pulsed reconnection and not by pulsed plasma transfer across the magnetopause (Lockwood et al., 1998). Cusp ion steps have been seen in association with poleward-moving patches of elevated electron temperature (detected by incoherent scatter
radar) by Lockwood et al. (1993c), and with poleward-moving cusp/cleft auroral transients by Farrugia et al. (1998). Pinnock et al. (1995) found the poleward-moving flow channels (detected by HF radar) were in association with a seemingly different “sawtooth” signature in the cusp ions. However, Lockwood and Davis (1996) showed that this sawtooth signature was, in fact, the same phenomenon as the cusp ion steps seen by Lockwood et al. (1993c) – the differences arising purely from the longitudinal nature of the satellite pass studied by Pinnock et al.

To summarise the above discussion, the theory of the effects of pulsed magnetopause reconnection predicts poleward-moving flow bursts/channels, poleward-moving optical transients and cusp ion steps. These have indeed all been detected in association with each other by Yeoman et al. (1997).

Transient reconnection signatures in the ionosphere were first revealed by optical observations, which remain a primary means of identification. The problem with this is that the optical observations of the cusp/cleft are only possible for the extreme dipole tilt conditions at winter solstice and there are reasons to expect the behaviour to be different at other times of the year when the Earth’s magnetic dipole tilt is different (Newell and Meng, 1989; Lockwood and Moen, 1999). This makes it vital that the signatures of the cusp/cleft and its transient variations be identified in ESR radar data, such that we can identify and study these events at all times of the year. Lockwood et al. (1993a, b, c) detected elevated electron and ion temperatures in association with the poleward-moving transient flows and cusp/cleft auroral events. In addition, Lockwood and Carlson (1992) reported poleward-moving F-region plasma concentration enhancements in the cusp/cleft region that they also associated with pulsed magnetopause reconnection. They interpreted the concentration enhancements as being due to changes in the pattern of flow modulating the entry into the polar cap of EUV-produced sub-auroral plasma. However, Rodger et al. (1994) pointed out that plasma production by soft particle precipitation and plasma loss by enhanced electric fields and reaction rates may also be significant factors in introducing structure into the plasma concentrations on the timescales for flux tubes to enter the polar cap.

All of the above measurements of ionospheric plasma parameters within the cusp/cleft transients were made using the mainland EISCAT radars which can only view the cusp using low-elevation beams to the north. As a consequence, latitudinal and altitudinal variations were convolved along the radar beam in these observations. The new EISCAT Svalbard radar (ESR) allows us to view these events along the field line for the first time (see review by McCrea and Lockwood, 1997). Initial observations by the ESR (Sedgmore-Schulthess et al., 1999) show the sort of structure in the cusp region that was predicted for pulsed reconnection by Davis and Lockwood (1996). However, these predictions were made using a number of simplifying assumptions. One of our main aims in carrying out the December 1998 campaign was to test these assumptions and the resulting predictions by looking at the association of signatures in ESR radar data with the optical observations of cusp/cleft transients.

2 Instrumentation

On December 16th 1998, the EISCAT Svalbard radar was operated with the beam fixed in the field-aligned direction (azimuth 180.6°, elevation 81.6°) and using the GUP3 modulation scheme. This experiment combines both plain and phase-coded pulses to make measurements over a continuous range of altitudes from 90 to 1000 km. A technique known as “moving target clutter cancellation” is used to remove unwanted echoes which arise from the surrounding mountains on Svalbard up to a range of about 150 km, so that only the ionospheric contribution remains. By using the Finnish GUISDAP analysis programme, the ESR data have been analysed in such a way that the altitude resolution at any given height corresponds closely to the ionospheric scale height in that region. The data shown here have been analysed with no post-integration and were pre-integrated over 10-second intervals before recording.

Simultaneous observations were made by meridian scanning photometers (MSP) at Ny Ålesund. These instruments detect the red- and green-line auroral emissions from excited atomic oxygen (at wavelengths of 630.0 nm and 557.7 nm) which mainly arise from E- and F-region altitudes, respectively. The instruments scan in the geomagnetic meridian approximately once every 20 seconds, from elevations of 50°N to 50°S.

The CUTLASS bistatic HF radar was also operated during the interval studied here. Both the Finland and Iceland radars operated in a mode with a three-minute cycle time. In this paper, we use data from the CUTLASS Finland radar, located at Hanksalmi (62.3°N, 26.6°E), taken during scans of 14 beam azimuths that last for 1 minute. A total of 75 range gates were sampled along each beam direction, giving range gates 45 km long, covering ranges of 180–3555 km. Because of uncertainties in the HF ray path from the transmit/receive site to the scattering volume, we do not know precisely the relationship of the ground range to the slant path range: as a result, the location of the point of scatter is known to within about one range gate (i.e. ±45 km). Furthermore, the altitude of the scattering volumes is not known and the inclination of the ESR field line means that the slant range from Hanksalmi to the ESR beam depends on the altitude. These factors mean that precise identification of the CUTLASS scattering volume around the ESR beam is not possible.

McCrea et al. (this issue) have studied the dependence of cusp/cleft region on the IMF orientation on 16th December 1998. In particular, they observed an equatorward motion of the cusp/cleft, as defined by dominant 630 nm emission seen by the MSP and by enhanced electron temperature seen by the EISCAT VHF radar. This passed over the ESR radar beam at
06:30–07:00 UT (for which the magnetic local times, MLT, were approximately 09:15–19:45), following a southward turning of the IMF seen by ACE at the L1 point at 05:15–05:25 and by WIND close to the magnetopause near 06:20. In this paper we study this traversal of the cusp/cleft in greater detail.

3 Observations

3.1 Optical observations

Fig. 1 shows the intensity of 630 nm light, as seen by the MSP at Ny Alesund, 130 km north of the ESR, colour-coded as a function of time and zenith angle. Data are shown for 06:30–07:15 UT. These red-line emissions emanate from a range of altitudes. The approximate location of the ESR is shown by the horizontal white line, based on assumed peak emission altitude of 300 km. McCrea et al. (this issue) present observations of both the red-line (630 nm) and green-line (557.7 nm) emissions which show that the ratio of the two intensities \( I_{630}/I_{557.7} \) is high (2–10) wherever \( I_{630} \) is high (>5 kR), indicating that the 630 nm emissions are due to soft “cusp/cleft” precipitation of magnetosheath plasma.

In addition to showing the passage of the cusp/cleft aurora from north to south of the ESR, Fig. 1 reveals a great deal of structure and, in particular, the poleward-moving red-line transients that are typical of southward-IMF conditions (Sandholt et al., 1992; Fasel, 1995). Events are labelled \( a–g \) by the time at which they crossed the approximate location of the ESR beam. Note that event \( a \) did not fully brighten until it was poleward of the ESR and, in this case, the duration given is an extrapolation back in time and latitude to the ESR location. Many of the events were brightest early and late in their lifetime. Events migrate eastward (Thorolfsson et al., this issue), consistent with the negative IMF \( B_z \) component at this time. Because the MSP only samples one meridian, this variation in brightness could be caused by longitudinal structure and eastward motion of the events; however all-sky images (Thorolfsson et al., this issue) do not show any evidence for such structure. The effect is also consistent with the re-brightening of the entire poleward-moving event, as was noted in many white light all-sky images by Fasel et al. (1992). Event \( a \) was seen by the ESR before its main brightening, event \( b \) was seen just after its initial brightening, events \( c \) and \( d \) were seen just before they re-brightened and events \( e, f \) and \( g \) were seen in the middle of their second brightening. After event \( g \), luminosities near the ESR faded and all subsequent brightenings remained equatorward of the ESR location. McCrea et al. (this issue) use a number of diagnostics to identify the region seen by the ESR after event \( g \) as the polar cap.

3.2 ESR observations

The three panels of Fig. 2 show (from top to bottom) the electron concentration, \( N_e \), electron temperature, \( T_e \), and the field-aligned ion temperature, \( T_i \), as measured by the ESR during the interval from 06:33 to 07:03. These are 10-second integrations of the data and are plotted as a function of altitude and time. Figure 2 also

![Fig. 1. Integral line-of-sight intensity of 630 nm emissions, as seen by the 630 nm meridian-scanning photometer at Ny Alesund, colour-coded as a function of zenith angle and time. The horizontal line shows the zenith angle of the ESR radar beam for an assumed emission altitude of 300 km. The passages of poleward-moving events through this approximate location of the ESR beam are marked as events \( a–g \).]
shows the intervals a–g defined in Fig. 1 as when the poleward-moving events passed over the approximate ESR location.

In the electron concentration $N_e$ data, events a–e produced no clear signature, and although there were enhancements at F-region altitudes coincident with d and e, there were also enhancements between d and e that were not accompanied by 630 nm enhancements (see Fig. 1). Events f and g, on the other hand, were accompanied by clear enhancements in $N_e$. After event g had faded, values of $N_e$ were very low as the ESR entered the polar cap. Enhancements in $N_e$ that extend down to the lowest altitudes were seen at the start of events c and e and at the end of event f. These always correspond to a time when the field-parallel ion temperatures, $T_i$, fell considerably revealing a change in the flow and implying the presence of a field-aligned current.

The electron temperature is enhanced throughout the cusp/cleft crossing. There were enhancements associated with all events after event a. However we also note that there were also enhancements that were not associated with a 630 nm transient. The clearest of these occurred between events f and g and is marked with a vertical arrow in Fig. 2. Figures 3 and 4 show altitude profiles of, respectively, the electron concentration and electron temperature. These are one-minute post-integrations of the data for periods when the 10-second data showed little variation and were representative of 4 different sets of conditions. The blue profiles in both figures are for 06:16–17 UT, when the ESR was at sub-auroral latitudes, the MSP and the EISCAT VHF radar showing the cusp/cleft region to be poleward of the ESR (McCrea et al., this issue). The yellow profiles are for 06:52–53, when the ESR was within the cusp/cleft region and within the poleward-moving auroral transient f shown in Fig. 1. The green profiles are for 06:56–57 when the ESR was within the cusp/cleft region but between cusp/cleft transients f and g (the time marked with the arrow in Fig. 2). The red profiles are
for 07:15–16 UT when the ESR was within the polar cap and poleward of the cusp/cleft.

A number of features are apparent in Figs. 3 and 4. Firstly, plasma concentrations in the polar cap are extremely low, with peak values at altitudes above 450 km. These low values introduce noise into the temperature estimates, but the electron temperatures seen within the polar cap are similar to, but slightly lower than, those seen at sub-auroral latitudes. The peak electron concentration at sub-auroral latitudes is as high as within the 630 nm transient event, but the altitude of the peak is 270 km, whereas both profiles $N_e$ in the cusp/cleft region peak at altitudes of about 350–400 km. Both of the cusp/cleft profiles, inside and outside the 630 nm transient, show elevated electron temperatures but the major difference between the two is that within the 630 nm transient the plasma concentration is much higher.

The behaviour of the field-parallel ion temperatures $T_{\parallel}$ (bottom panel Fig. 2) varies as the ESR moves from the equatorward to poleward edge of the cusp/cleft. For events $a$, $b$ and $c$ there was a transient rise within each 630 nm event. For events $d$, $e$ and $f$ there was a transient rise that commenced before each event but then decreased back to background values within the event, with $T_{\parallel}$ remaining low after the event has moved poleward of the ESR. For event $g$, the radar was in a region of consistently high $T_{\parallel}$. which dropped in the middle of the event and did not recover until the event had passed.

The ion temperature can be determined, to a good degree of accuracy, from the largest two terms in the ion thermal balance equation (Lockwood et al., 1993d; McCrea et al., 1991, 1993; Davies et al., 1997, 1999) such that the field-parallel ion temperature is:

$$T_{\parallel} = T_n + (\beta_{\parallel} m_n/2k) [V - U]^2$$

(1)

where $T_n$ is the temperature and $m_n$ is the mean mass of the neutral gas atoms/molecules; $\beta_{\parallel}$ is the temperature partition coefficient; $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant; $V$ and $U$ are the ion and neutral gas velocity vectors, respectively. The coefficient $\beta_{\parallel}$ has a minimum value of zero (the “relaxation model” of ion-neutral collisions which would be valid for charge exchange with no momentum exchange) and a maximum value of 2/3 (for isotropic scattering). A lower $\beta_{\parallel}$ corresponds to a higher temperature anisotropy. McCrea et al. (1993) found that $\beta_{\parallel}$ was about 1/3 near 300 km but rose to values nearer 2/3 at greater altitudes because the isotropising effects of ion-ion collisions become as important as the anisotropic heating effect of ion-neutral collisions. At the highest altitudes, heat conduction from the electron to the ion gas may become important as electron temperatures are generally higher.

The ion temperatures $T_{\parallel}$ observed at altitudes above about 350 km persistently returned to a minimum near 1500 K. Only one or two 10-second integrations in the 30 minutes gave values lower than this and they were subject to unusually large measurement errors. Equation (1) predicts that $T_{\parallel}$ will fall to a persistent minimum of $T_n$ whenever $V = U$. Thus we can estimate the altitude-independent exospheric temperature above 350 km to be $T_n = 1500$ K. The $T_{\parallel}$ observed within the ion heating events shows a clear altitude profile, with minimum values at about 275 km. Above this height, $T_{\parallel}$ rises with altitude because $\beta_{\parallel}$ rises as ion-ion collisions become more important. Below 275 km, the ratio of the ion-neutral collision frequency and the gyrofrequency becomes very large and this will cause the $\beta_{\parallel}$ to rise (Lathuillere et al., 1991) and the mean neutral mass $m_n$ rises with decreasing altitude, giving higher ion temperatures (Schunk and Sojka, 1982). These effects can be seen in the temperature profiles modelled for ion-neutral frictional heating events by Jenkins et al. (1997): in these
studies, the parallel ion temperature is only slightly smaller than the perpendicular value at a height of 600 km, showing that the \( \text{O}^+ \) ion gas is almost isotropic and \( \beta_{\parallel} \) is approaching its upper limit of 2/3. In the following section, we look at the \( T_{\parallel} \) values at altitudes above 600 km and assume an isotropic ion gas with \( \beta_{\parallel} = 2/3 \).

3.3 CUTLASS Finland radar observations

Figures 5 and 6 show the convection vectors deduced from the CUTLASS Finland radar. The vectors were determined by a beam-swinging technique, as described by Ruohoniemi et al. (1989). This technique assumes that the zonal component of the plasma drift is constant across the field-of-view of the radar. The line-of-sight velocities measured by the radar are a convolution of the zonal and meridional components of the plasma drift. The zonal component of the drift reveals itself as a cosine dependence in the line-of-sight velocities as the radar sweeps in azimuth. The line-of-sight velocities within the field-of-view are binned in 2° bands of magnetic latitude, and the beam perpendicular component of the plasma drift determined by a least-squares fit to the cosine of the angle each radar beam makes to the local L-shell. The individual vectors in this latitudinal band are then constructed from this fitted perpendicular component and the measured beam parallel component in each radar cell. Zero Doppler shift echoes, nearly all of which arise from ground scatter, have been eliminated. Plots are shown for each of the azimuth scans which

![Fig. 5. Fan plots of the convection flow vectors deduced from line-of-sight velocities observed by the CUTLASS Finland radar. The colour scale gives the inferred field-parallel ion temperature for a neutral wind speed of \( U = 1 \, \text{km s}^{-1} \) in the direction of magnetic north, a neutral temperature \( T_n = 1500 \, \text{K} \) and an isotropy factor \( \beta_{\parallel} = 2/3 \). In each panel, 12 MLT is the vertical dotted line and dotted circles are at 75 and 85° magnetic latitude; the two solid lines show the same reference statistical auroral oval location in each case. Plots are for scans every 3 minutes with start times between 06:30 and 06:45. The time label on each plot refers to the start of the one-minute interval taken to build up each scan. Events can be related to events a–d seen in the ESR and photometer data. Event a is seen forming at 06:33 as a channel of higher \( T_n \) around the equatorward edge of the statistical oval, by 06:36 it has intensified and by 06:39 is a region of lower \( T_n \) mainly to the north-east of Svalbard. Event b is seen as a smaller channel of weakly enhanced \( T_n \) forming equatorward of event a at 06:39 and as a patch of low \( T_n \) over Svalbard at 06:42 (note that at this time, \( T_n \) is enhanced in a region of equatorward flow to the east of event b). Event c, with a younger event d equatorward of it, are seen as channels of, respectively, high and moderate \( T_n \) at 06:45]
are 3 min apart and take 1 min to complete. The time label on each plot refers to the start of the one-minute scan. Note that this vector field derived is consistent with all the observed line-of-sight velocities; however, the assumptions made in the derivation mean that the vectors presented are not a unique solution.

We here take an average of the flow speed and direction around the ESR deduced from the CUTLASS Finland radar at the times when there was no detectable ion heating (when \( T_\parallel = T_n = 1500 \text{ K} \)). This averaging is required because we cannot precisely identify the scattering volume closest to the ESR. We find that the ion flow vectors at these times was of the order of 1 km s\(^{-1}\) in magnitude and pointed approximately northward. Equation (1) predicts that \( T_\parallel \) will fall to a persistent minimum of \( T_n \) whenever \( V = U \) and thus we can use the observed \( V \) vector at such times as an estimate of the neutral wind \( U \). The colour-coded pixels in Figs. 5 and 6 are the field-parallel ion temperatures \( T_\parallel \) at altitudes above about 600 km, deduced from Eq. (1) using \( T_n \) of 1500 K, \( \beta_n \) of 2/3, \( m_n \) of 16 AMU (O atoms), and \( U \) of 1 km s\(^{-1}\) in the magnetic northward direction. The plots show that values of \( T_\parallel \) up to 3500 K are deduced, comparable with the range of values seen by the ESR (Fig. 2). However, when co-incident data from CUTLASS and the ESR are available within one of the transient heating events, the temperatures deduced from Eq. (1) and the CUTLASS data are typically 200–400 K lower than seen by the ESR. These smaller differences may well be due to heat conduction from the electron.
gas as the ESR detects higher electron temperatures and Eq. (1) neglects such terms.

At 06:30–31 (Fig. 5), flows and ion temperatures were relatively low for the whole of the region from where the CUTLASS radar detected backscatter from the ionosphere. At 06:33–34 consistently enhanced ion temperatures (>2500 K) were seen at higher latitudes due to the channel of eastward flow that had appeared. This eastward flow is consistent with the negative IMF \( B_y \) at this time and with the flows deduced from the EISCAT VHF radar (McCrea et al., this issue). The inferred field-parallel ion temperatures are consistent with those seen by the ESR. At 06:36–37 the flows were yet further enhanced and the inferred temperatures approach those seen by the ESR within event a. An additional difference may have arisen from heat conduction from the electron gas because the ESR had moved into the cusp/cleft precipitation region and electron temperatures rose from about 3000 K to more than 3600 K. By 06:39–41 flows and inferred temperatures had fallen again, as in the ESR data. Thus we can firmly identify the transient flow channel seen in the CUTLASS data with the transient temperature rise seen by the ESR which subsequently evolved into the poleward-moving 630 nm transient a seen by the MSP (Fig. 1). Events b, c and d cannot easily be identified in the CUTLASS data because all three took place within 5 min and the CUTLASS scans are 3 min apart.

As discussed in section 3.1, 630 nm transients a–d were seen at the ESR early in the development, whereas events e–g were at the ESR later in their development. In the next section, we will discuss why we expect the ion temperature within and around events to vary considerably as the events evolve and thus why events e, f and g in Fig. 6 may appear considerably different to event a that we were able to identify in Fig. 5. At 06:48–49, the ESR was within event e and observing low ion temperatures which are reflected in the low inferred temperatures from the CUTLASS radar in a patch around the ESR (within this patch, the flow was poleward and at about 1 km s\(^{-1}\)). At 06:51–52 temperatures were still low at and around the ESR, but enhanced values were seen entering the CUTLASS field of view from the west. We can identify these eastward flows as event f early in its lifetime (see Sect. 4.5) and by 06:54–55, when event f had moved to be over the ESR it, like event e before it, appeared as a patch of poleward flow and low ion temperature. At 06:57–58, the ESR saw high ion temperatures which in section 4.5 we identify as event g early in its lifetime. By 07:00–01 there was no CUTLASS backscatter from near the ESR. However a flow channel was forming equatorward of it. This was fully developed by 07:03. At this time, enhancement of the 630 nm aurora was seen equatorward of the ESR (Fig. 1) but this did not migrate poleward at the meridian scanned by the MSP. Comparison of the latitudes of the flow channel events seen at 06:33–34 and at 07:03–04 reveals the equatorward expansion of the cusp/cleft evident in Fig. 1.

4 Discussion

The MSP data presented here show 7 events in a 30-minute interval, giving a mean repeat period of about 4 minutes. This is mid-way between the mode value and the mean value of the distribution of repeat periods for poleward-moving cusp/cleft auroral transients, as found by Fasel (1995). Inspection of Fig. 1, shows that some events are as little as 1.5 min apart. As discussed in section 1, the motion and occurrence of these events have been well explained in terms of pulsed magnetopause reconnection. The repeat periods found here are also consistent with those of FTEs at the magnetopause (Lockwood and Wild, 1993) and deduced from cusp ion steps (Lockwood et al., 1998), events which are also well explained in terms of the effects of reconnection pulses (see reviews by Lockwood and Hapgood, 1998 and Lockwood and Davis, 1996; respectively). The ESR data presented here give us our first opportunity to study the field-parallel profiles of plasma parameters in and around these events and, in particular, to compare with the predictions made for the ESR by Davis and Lockwood (1996 – hereafter referred to as D&L) for periods when the magnetopause reconnection rate is pulsed.

4.1 Comparisons of the ESR data with predictions

The predictions of the radar and MSP signatures by D&L were based on the assumption that the IMF \( B_y \) (and associated east–west flows and ion heating) was negligibly small. Davis and Lockwood modelled poleward-moving 630 nm events using the same formulation of the effects of pulsed reconnection as used by Lockwood and Davis (1996) successfully to model both meridional and longitudinal passes of low-altitude spacecraft through cusp ion steps and also used by Lockwood et al. (1998) to model simultaneous steps in the up- and down-going ions in the mid-altitude cusp. The concepts of this model were also used by Onsager et al. (1993), Lockwood (1997) and Fedorov et al. (1999) to model steady-state cusp ion distribution functions at low, middle and high altitudes, respectively, and by Lockwood and Hapgood (1998) to model the ions in a magnetopause FTE.

The variation in the altitude profiles of \( N_e \) and \( T_e \) predicted by D&L depended on the location of the ESR radar with respect to the average location of the cusp/cleft aurora. Near the equatorward edge of the cusp/cleft (the location marked ESR1 in Fig. 1b of D&L) the radar would see brief enhancements in both \( N_e \) and \( T_e \) as the open-closed boundary eroded equatorward over it (D&L, Fig. 6a). Within the centre of the cusp/cleft band (the location marked ESR2 in D&L’s Fig. 1b), some weak structure in \( N_e \) would be seen but \( T_e \) was predicted to be almost uniformly elevated (D&L, Fig. 6b). On the poleward edge of the cusp/cleft (the location ESR3 in D&L’s Fig. 1b), the passage of transient poleward-moving events over the ESR would be marked by clear enhancements in both \( N_e \) and \( T_e \) (D&L, Fig. 6c).
In Fig. 2, event \( a \) causes a signature in neither \( N_e \) nor \( T_e \) but this is not surprising as the main 630 nm transient is not seen until it is poleward of the ESR. Events \( b \) and \( c \) are in the centre of the cusp/cleft region and, as predicted, events are difficult to define in the ESR measurements of \( N_e \) and \( T_e \). However, events \( d, e, f \) and \( g \) all show rises in both \( N_e \) and \( T_e \), as predicted by the model for near the poleward edge of the cusp/cleft. Note that exact correspondence of the timing of optical events and events in the ESR data should not be expected because of the uncertainty in the zenith angle that best corresponds to the ESR field line. The higher altitude of the \( N_e \) peak suggests the precipitation is softer than assumed in the simulations.

However there is much additional structure observed that was not predicted by the model of D&L. For example, there are enhancements in \( N_e \) seen between events \( d \) and \( e \), and between events \( f \) and \( g \). There are also enhancements in \( T_e \) between events \( a \) and \( b \) and, in particular, between \( f \) and \( g \) (the latter is marked by the vertical arrow). There are also enhancements in \( T_e \) that can be associated with events \( b \) and \( c \). One major factor that was not included in the predictions by D&L was structure in the electron precipitation, beyond that associated with ion flight times and time elapsed since reconnection. Another factor not included (because D&L only modelled cases where IMF \( B_y \) was zero) was the effect on plasma loss rates of rapid convection flow. The ion heating shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 reveals that flows were large and highly variable. In the next section, we consider the effects of these two additional factors.

4.2 The origin of plasma structure in and between 630 nm cusp/cleft transients

Poleward-moving 630 nm transients were the first putative signature of pulsed reconnection detected in the cusp/cleft ionosphere (Sandholt et al., 1992, and references therein). However, there are features of these events that are still not understood. In particular, it is not known why there are minima in luminosity between events and how events can re-brighten as they propagate (Fasel et al., 1992). Neither of these features were reproduced in the modelling by D&L which was based on the concept that both the convection flows and the precipitation on each newly opened field line are a function of only the elapsed time since reconnection. Although this enabled simulation of poleward-moving 630 nm transients (D&L, Fig. 5), these were not exactly the same as the observations. In particular, the simulated events appeared as poleward-moving ridges in the 630 nm intensity but did not have clear minima in luminosity between successive events. Observations, on the other hand, clearly show these minima (as, for example, in Fig. 1). The cusp ion steps reveal that the patches of newly opened flux produced by successive reconnection pulses are appended directly to each other in a contiguous fashion, as predicted by Cowley et al. (1991b). In the simulations by D&L, these patches of newly opened magnetic flux are filled with a magnetosheath electron flux that is set by the ion flux, so as to maintain the observed quasi-neutrality in the cusp (Burch, 1985). This results in both the electron and ion precipitations in the cusp/cleft being a function of only elapsed time since reconnection and gives poleward-moving ridges in the 630 nm luminosity, but with no minima between events.

Therefore, one possibility is that the electron (but not the ion) precipitation is structured by a mechanism that was not included in the model. Cleft/cusp passes usually show varying degrees of structure in the electron precipitation and this becomes even more apparent poleward of the cusp, in the region classed as mantle. Corresponding structure is apparent in the ESR data shown here (Fig. 2), in particular the additional structure in the elevated electron temperatures discussed in section 4.1. The satellite observations of cusp ion steps by Lockwood et al. (1993c) showed that the largest fluxes of electron precipitation were bunched up into narrow bands near the steps. However, it is not known if this association is general for all cases. In addition, the reason for such electron precipitation structure is not understood. It may be connected to the requirement to maintain quasi-neutrality in the cusp (Burch et al., 1985). However, Lockwood and Hapgood (1997, 1998) have shown that electron observations near the magnetopause are well ordered by elapsed time since reconnection (and explained this in terms of ion flight time effects and the maintenance of quasi-neutrality by the electron gas). Similarly, Wing et al. (1996) used quasi-neutrality and the ion precipitation model of Onsager et al. (1993) to predict the electron precipitation into the ionosphere but they too did not find structure beyond that due to time elapsed since reconnection. Thus the maintenance of quasi-neutrality in the cusp is not, on its own, a cause of the electron structure we would require to explain the 630 nm luminosity structure.

The field-aligned currents required to transfer momentum to the ionospheric flow channels appear to influence the electron precipitation and the aurora it causes (Lockwood et al., 1993a; Milan et al., 2000). It is possible that the electron precipitation is more energetic in regions of upward current (which would be on the equatorward edge of these eastward-moving events) which increases the 557.7 nm and UV emission there, but could cause a minimum in the 630 nm emission.

The second possibility is that the 630 nm emission is modulated by the thermal plasma concentration of the cusp/cleft F-region ionosphere, \( N_e \). This arises because the \( ^{16}\text{O} \) state of the atomic oxygen gas (which subsequently decays to the ground state via the emission of a 630 nm photon) has a low threshold energy of excitation (1.96 eV), which is exceeded by the hot tail of the heated F-region thermal electron gas in the cusp/cleft region (Wickwar and Kofmann, 1984; Lockwood et al., 1993a). The excitation cross-section increases steeply with electron energy, making this thermal excitation an important factor. For this mechanism,
the number of thermal electrons of energy above the excitation threshold (1.96 eV) will depend on both the temperature $T_e$ and the concentration $N_e$ of the F-region electron gas: thus the 630 nm volume emission rate can be modulated by variations in both $T_e$ and $N_e$. Structured electron precipitation, as discussed above, would be the most likely cause of the structure in $T_e$; however, structure in $N_e$ could also arise from other factors. In particular, the concentration of sub-auroral plasma that is convected into the cusp region (Lockwood and Carlson, 1992) may vary and/or the fast ion flows that raise the ion temperature may also cause decreases in $N_e$ because the loss rates of the plasma are enhanced (Schunk et al., 1975). Rodger et al. (1994) suggested these velocity-dependant loss rates may be a significant factor in the cusp/cleft ionosphere. Balmforth et al. (1998, 1999) have modelled the effect of a transient flow channel lasting 5 minutes and found results to be consistent with EISCAT observations of a co-located plasma depletion. In this simulation, the peak F layer $N_e$ was found to decrease by a factor of about 3, and the height of the peak rose from about 300 km to 400 km as the bottomside F-layer was preferentially eroded.

The difference in the altitude of peak plasma concentration in Fig. 3 shows that the transient 630 nm event is not simply EUV-produced plasma that has been broken off from the sub-auroral ionosphere by time-varying convection, and the elevated electron temperatures show the effects of heating by soft particle precipitation in the cusp/cleft region (Whiteker, 1977; Waterman et al., 1992, 1994). There are two effects of the precipitation on the $N_e$ profile, firstly the production of additional ionisation at F-layer heights, secondly an upward thermal expansion of the whole layer because the electron temperature is raised. Both electron and ion precipitations increase $N_e$ (Millward et al., 1999). The profile taken between the transients $f$ and $g$ shows that $T_e$ can be almost as high between 630 nm events as within them, but the key difference was that $N_e$ was lower. Figure 1 shows that the 630 nm luminosity between the poleward-moving events $f$ and $g$ fell to roughly one half of the values seen within the events, this is roughly the same ratio of the peak $N_e$ at these times, as shown in Fig. 3. This fall is consistent with that modelled by Balmforth et al. and the preferential decrease of densities in the bottomside (giving a rise in the altitude of the peak) is also as they predicted. Figure 4 shows only very slight differences in the electron temperature profile at these two times. Thus these data indicate that the minimum in 630 nm luminosity between the poleward-moving 630 nm transients $f$ and $g$ was caused by lower F-region plasma concentration, reduced by a history of fast convection of that flux tube.

**4.3 An explanation of the minima between poleward-moving 630 nm events**

All field lines reconnected at the same point on the magnetopause would, for a given set of solar wind and IMF conditions, evolve into the polar cap in the same way. Thus all would be subjected to the same sequence of precipitations and plasma flows and this would not result in the observed poleward-moving patches of high $N_e$ and 630 nm luminosity, separated by minima. One explanation is that oscillations of the IMF $B_z$ component could modulate the zonal flow experienced by different field lines, as has been observed by Stauning (1994) and Stauning et al. (1994, 1995). In such cases, some newly opened field lines would suffer more loss than others. However for the data presented here, no such oscillation of the IMF was detected (see McCrea et al., this issue) and there are many other examples of poleward-moving 630 nm transients reported in the literature that are not accompanied by any IMF $B_z$ changes.

In this section, we wish to point out here the potential significance of large longitudinal extent of events produced by reconnection pulses, as discussed in Sect. 1. Figure 7 shows the Earth’s magnetosphere from out of the ecliptic plane, looking down on the Earth’s north magnetic pole. The thick dashed line is the bow shock, the solid line is the non-reconnecting magnetopause and the thin dashed line is a reconnecting segment of the equatorial magnetopause. Magnetic field lines are marked with arrows and the thick arrows give the direction and speed of the motion of newly opened field lines due to the curvature (“tension”) force. The IMF has negative, and roughly equal, $B_x$ and $B_z$ components (ortho-garden hose orientation) as seen during the interval of southward IMF relevant to the data presented here (McCrea et al., this issue). The figure shows a draped IMF field line, a field line that has been reconnected near noon at $A$ and one that has been reconnected away from noon on the dawn flank at $B$.

![Fig. 7. Schematic of the magnetosphere, a draped interplanetary field line and two newly opened field lines, viewed from out of the ecliptic plane from above the north pole when the IMF $B_x$, $B_y$, and $B_z$ components are all negative. Compared to the field line reconnected at $A$ (near noon), that reconnected at $B$ (near the dawn flank) has a larger curvature of the field in the $XY$ plane, giving a larger eastward component to the curvature force and faster eastward motion.](image-url)
Inside the magnetosphere, the newly opened field lines lie approximately in their meridian planes and appear as straight lines in this perspective.

The field line reconnected at $B$ is more highly kinked in the $XY$ plane than that reconnected at $A$. It therefore experiences a greater curvature force in the eastward direction. This will drive faster eastward flows over the magnetopause (Gosling et al., 1990) and in the ionosphere (Heelis, 1984); these will also last longer as the kink will take longer to straighten (Saunders, 1989). Thus the field line opened at $B$ will experience greater plasma loss in the F-region ionosphere than that reconnected at $A$. Furthermore, the flux of sheath particles entering on a field line opened at $B$ will initially be lower because magnetosheath plasma concentration is lower away from the nose of the magnetosphere. These differences may result in the field lines opened at $B$ entering the polar cap with considerably lower ionospheric concentrations at their feet than those that were reconnected at $A$.

The ionospheric motion of field lines opened at $A$ will turn to poleward more quickly than those opened at $B$. In addition, field lines may be opened at $A$ before they are opened at $B$ because of any propagation in the pulse of the reconnection rate away from noon, as suggested by Lockwood (1994). This effect is illustrated schematically in Fig. 8. Consider a reconnection pulse acting over a short $X$-line that forms near $A$ in Fig. 7 and then propagates away from noon, and towards dawn, before reconnection ceases near $B$. The top panel of Fig. 8 shows the newly opened flux in four ionospheric areas (labelled 1–4) in the northern hemisphere, produced in four intervals of time during this propagation of the active reconnection site over the equatorial magnetopause. The ionospheric projections of $A$ and $B$ in Fig. 7 are marked and the vertical line is a fixed MLT meridian with dawn towards the right and dusk to the left of each panel.

In subsequent panels, all field lines in these patches migrate eastward under the influence of the curvature force for the negative IMF $B_z$. Field lines in region 4 move eastward faster than those in 1. The curvature force decays away as the newly opened field lines pass through the marked meridian and the field line motion therefore evolves towards poleward. Figure 8 shows how the field lines in region 4 progressively migrate to the equatorward edge of the whole patch of newly opened flux. The F-region plasma frozen onto field lines in 4 have moved longitudinally further and faster than the plasma on the other newly opened field lines and so will have been subjected to greater depletion by the velocity-dependent loss rates.

These longitudinal effects would therefore result in the field lines on the leading edge of a patch of poleward-moving newly opened flux having greater plasma concentrations (having originated from nearer noon and been subject to somewhat smaller east–west flows for a shorter time) than those seen on the trailing edge (having originated from away from noon and been subject to higher east–west flows for longer). The former field lines would show high 630 nm luminosity, the latter lower luminosity. Appending successive events would therefore give the structure observed, with minima separating the poleward moving transients.

This gives us a plausible explanation of the structure of the 630 nm luminosity in poleward-moving events that agrees well with the importance of F-region plasma concentration in modulating the 630 nm volume emission rate, as we inferred in Sect. 4.2.

### 4.4 An explanation of re-brightening of events

Considering the role of enhanced ion flow in suppressing plasma concentrations and the 630 nm luminosity between events, as invoked above, it is interesting to study event $g$ in Fig. 2. Within the second brightening of this event, as seen by the MSP, the high plasma concentrations were exactly coincident with the low ion temperatures. At 06:54–55 we can identify this event, in its initial bright form, with a channel of fast eastward flow equatorward of the ESR, as seen at this time by the CUTLASS radar (Fig. 6) (see Sect. 4.5). Thus a consistent scenario for event $g$ is that it was initially enhanced in electron concentration and temperature.
(and thus 630 nm luminosity) by sheath electron precipita-
tion down the newly opened field lines, but then this event faded in luminosity as the plasma concentra-
tions within it were eroded by the fast eastward flow. Subsequently, the concentration and luminosity recov-
ered again as the event motion turned to poleward and the ion heating decayed away. The recovery of the plasma concentrations would be caused by the cusp/cleft precipita-
tion continuing to produce plasma after the loss rates were no longer enhanced by fast zonal flow. Thus the combined effects of enhanced plasma production, caused by soft particle precipitation, and enhanced plasma loss, caused by rapid zonal flow, can provide a coherent explanation of the re-brightening of poleward-
moving 630 nm transients.

4.5 Flows due to a sequence of reconnection pulses for large IMF $B_y$

Cowley et al. (1991b) show schematically the evolution of a patch of newly opened flux, and of the associated flow equipotentials, following an isolated pulse of reconnec-
tion. They present this evolution for two cases, with small and large magnitude of the IMF $B_y$ component. Lockwood et al. (1993b) and Lockwood (1994) generalised the sequence for small IMF $B_y$ to allow for a sequence of reconnection pulses that are closer in time than the duration of the effects of each. The data presented here are for large IMF $|B_y|$ and show 7 events in a 30-minute interval, giving a mean repeat period of about 4 minutes. Cowley and Lockwood (1992) estimate that the effects of each reconnection pulse will last for 15–20 min after the pulse has ended as the newly opened flux is appended to the tail lobe. Thus the events discussed here are forming long before the flows due to the prior event have subsided and an explanation of the observed flows requires a generalisation of the kind given by Lockwood (1994), but for large IMF $|B_y|$. This has been presented by Thorolfsson et al. (this issue) in a sequence of flow schematics that match both the motion of the transient patches of enhanced 630 nm emission and the observed flows (both speed and direction) seen by the CUTLASS radars. The inferred flow channels form at the equatorward edge of the cusp/cleft region and can also be seen in the inferred ion temperatures in the CUTLASS scans, as presented in this paper in Figs. 5 and 6. Events initially move eastward under the magnetic tension force and then poleward as the newly opened flux is appended to the polar cap. After event g, all events travel eastward through the MSP meridian equatorward of the ESR: these events evolve poleward into the polar cap at longitudes east of the ESR and thus their poleward motion is not recorded by the MSP.

By Eq. (1), the square of the vector difference between the ion flows $V$, and the neutral wind vector, $U$, is proportional to the rise of the field-parallel ion temperature $T_{||}$ above the exospheric neutral tempera-
ture. For the inferred poleward neutral wind, the eastward flow channels (as seen at 06:36 and 07:03 in Figs. 5 and 6) are regions of high $|V - U|$ and hence $T_{||}$. Thus equatorward of the main cusp/cleft events appear as regions of enhanced $T_{||}$ and this is consistent with the ESR data for events a, b and c, as shown by the bottom panel in Fig. 2. The events seen late in their lifetime, and poleward of the main cusp/cleft, are moving poleward so that $|V - U|$ and hence $T_{||}$ are low. Outside the events at these latitudes, flows are zonal and equatorward, as the adiabatic polar cap boundary is expanding equatorward (as shown by Thorolfsson et al.) giving high $|V - U|$ and $T_{||}$. Thus poleward of the main cusp/cleft, events appear as regions of low $T_{||}$ surrounded by higher values (as at 06:54 in Fig. 6). This is consistent with events f and g in Fig. 2. Thus the pattern of flows that is the evolving response to a series of reconnection pulses about 4 min apart, explains why events appear as regions of high ion temperature (surrounded by lower values) early in their lifetime, near the equatorward edge of the cusp/cleft; whereas later they appear as low ion temperatures (surrounded by higher values) near the poleward edge of the cusp/cleft.

5 Conclusions

The combined data seen in the cusp/cleft region on 16th December 1998 by the ESR, CUTLASS Finland radar and the Ny Ålesund meridian scanning photometer can all be fitted into a common scenario in which patches of newly-opened flux produced by reconnection pulses migrate eastward under the prevailing IMF $B_y$ and then poleward under the antisunward sheath flow. Analysis of this sequence of events leads to a number of conclusions.

The volume emission rate of 630 nm light appears to be controlled by the concentration of the thermal F-region ionospheric plasma, suggesting that it is excited by the hot tail of the thermal ionospheric electron gas. This concentration is eroded by rapid flows because of the velocity-dependent loss rates of F-region plasma and this effect is significant in the cusp/cleft region where ion-neutral frictional heating is high when the interplanetary magnetic field has a significant component in the Y direction.

Large longitudinal extents of events can explain the minima in 630 nm luminosity seen between the events because field lines reconnected away from noon experience larger and longer-lasting depletion by this effect. Similarly re-brightening of poleward-moving transients can be explained as arising from the competing effects of velocity-driven depletion and production by soft magnetosheath particle precipitation.

Transient events equatorward of the main cusp/cleft appear as higher parallel ion temperature as they pass over the ESR, whereas when seen later in the lifetime, poleward of the main cusp/cleft, they appear as regions of lower ion temperature surrounded by higher values. At intermediate times, in the centre of the cusp/cleft, events are preceded by rises in ion temperature but these fall as the event evolves towards poleward motion.

Rises in electron concentration and temperature inside 630 nm poleward-moving events, as predicted...
by Davis and Lockwood (1996), are clearly seen poleward of the main cusp/cleft, where ion temperatures are low within events and so plasma loss rates are not enhanced by fast flow with respect to the neutral gas, even if IMF $B_y$ is large. Equatorwards of the cusp/cleft, the rises in these parameters are likely to be eroded by the enhanced loss rates associated with fast zonal flow if the IMF $B_y$ component is large in magnitude.
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